Lions Belt Hoyas; Blues Win

Win Eighth, 22-6; Meet Navy Today

By DICK MOORE

Back on the victory trail once again, the Lion ballplayers met their Ivy League opponents at the Polo Grounds today. The team, which topped an expected Harvard side, 34-0, Tuesday, moved to a 4-1-0 mark in the Ivy League and into third place. The Harvard game had been postponed last week.

Despite their third decisive victory in a row, the Lions lost to the Hoyas, 22-6, in the 2:30 game. The team played well against the other Ivy clubs and did not wilt under pressure from the Hoyas. It was a decided victory against the Hoyas, who were favored over the Lions.

On Saturday, the Lions met the Blues at the Polo Grounds and defeated them, 12-6, in a game that had been postponed last week. The team played well against the Hoyas and did not wilt under pressure from the Hoyas. It was a decided victory against the Hoyas, who were favored over the Lions.

The Lions are scheduled to meet the Navy in the Polo Grounds on Saturday afternoon. The Navy, which finished second in the Ivy League last season, is expected to give the Lions a good game. The Lions are hoping for a victory to move into second place in the Ivy League.

Lion Stickmen Drop 5th, Lose to Syracuse

By BOB DUNN

Although the Nittany Lion stickmen played their best game of the season Saturday in losing their fifth of the year to Syracuse, evidenced by Nick Thiel's men once again proved to be formidable.

The Lions really scrapped against the Orange, and with Captain Hovarth a leading lopped-on, Wayne Hovarth and Tom Cooper, they gave early indications to their supporters that the upset sweep was beginning. However, the time the Thiel- men pulled up within striking distance of the visitors, Orangemen Bruce Tenny, Dave Nipp, and Don Miller got a chance to answer with a goal.

For the Lions, the average team-tied 14-2 after only three minutes of the second stanza, built by Hovarth's and Dick Hovarth's tally's, the score was 14-4 at the half. The same pattern prevailed in the third quarter, however, Jim Burns, Ellis, and Miller widened the count to 14-5 on some loose defensive positions, but the Thielmen's main strength was still seen in the fourth.

It was a tough setback to take, particularly because of the stellar individual performances turned in by several Lions. Defender Dick Schaefer played one of his best games, time and again breaking up Syracuse scoring drives. Goalkeeper Girard performed well.

The Thielmen were, as usual, barriers on the goal, making it difficult for the Syracuse attack. The Thielmen's defense held the Orange to a single goal, 14-5, for the win.

Eighth, 8-13

LENNY MOORE, speedy sophomore halfback, scores the winning touchdown for the Blue team in Saturday's Blue-White Buckets Bowl game at Beaver Field. Moore scored from the two-yard line, clobbering a 35-yard drive by the Blue late in the fourth period. They won the game, 15-6.

The Blues, coached by Earl Bruce, Frank Patrick, and Sever Patriell, had to come from behind to set back a determined White team, 12-6.

The win, their third in succession, was a climaxed late in the fourth period when speedy Lenny Moore spearheaded a 35-yard drive by the Blue late in the fourth period. They won the game, 15-6.

Late 4th Quarter TD Wins Bucket Bowl, 12-6

Employing only fundamental plays Coach Rip Engle's divided Blue-White squad gave an impressive demonstration of what to expect for the 1953 campaign in Penn State's third annual Bucket Bowl Saturday on Beaver Field with officially closed spring day.

The Blues, coached by Earl Bruce, Frank Patrick, and Sever Patriell, had to come from behind to set back a determined White team, 12-6.

The win, their third in succession, was a climaxed late in the fourth period when speedy Lenny Moore spearheaded a 35-yard drive by the Blue late in the fourth period. They won the game, 15-6.

By Associated Press

The New York Giants and the Cincinnati Bengals split a double header at the Polo Grounds. The Giants won the first game, 13-4, and the Bengals' Darla Spencer was batting a grand slam homerun and driving home five runs. In the second contest, Guild's big hit led the Reds to a 6-4 win. Guild collected four hits and drove in five runs.

Baseball's Big Leagues

By Associated Press

The lastplace Detroit Tigers, getting a big and unexpected boost from relief pitcher Art Houtteman, slammed four Yankee pitchers for 18 hits and a 10-6 victory yesterday that knocked the Yankees out of last place. Houtteman paced the invasion. The Tigers tied the Yankees last August 26, 1941, and set up a battle for the league lead when the two teams meet tonight at Cleveland.

Now 10% off on Spring Change Over today's license number 7Y4J2

WINNER’S SUNOCO SERVICE

408 Colfax Ave.

MOTHER’S DAY CARDS

with New and Unusual Designs

at the TREASURE HOUSE

R.O.T.C. Seniors...

Don’t take a chance at the last minute

Balfour's have a complete stock of military insignia here in State College NOW.

You'll need your insignia for graduation. Avoid delayed stock. Buy your military insignia TODAY FROM BAFLOURS.

Balfour's assures you:

-FINEST QUALITY INSIGNIA
-LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES
-YOUR money back if you can buy for less

L. G. BAFLOUR CO.
Office in the "A" STORE